June 7th, 1760

Surveyed for Mr. Charles Harding of Stafford. A tract of land on both sides of the river Dan Ann of Aquia Rosis and bounded as follows beginning at A, a white bush north side of the said Ann corner of Robert White. Thence binding with the said Ann 90° 40' 30' E to B Hare, Black Oak. Thence 78° 30' W to Pole on the stump of a pole white Oak corner to the River, Thence binding with the said Ann 87° 18° 90' W to F, a large hickory. Bounding the land 78° 30' E to G, House corner to the River, 8° 44' W Pole to H Stake in Carley Wells. Thence by Hunt Town to a stake in the line of Long, 8° 44' W.

Thence binding with L 86° 78' W Pole to L A Pole corner White Oak on East side of Rocky Run at Bising 74° Pole to W West from a stake bound line. Thence reversing course of 57° 36' W to Track N 70° W to W 177° Pole to H. Still reversing 36° E.28° N 23° W Pole. Then 5° 44' W Pole to H Stake in the 60° Pole. Then 20° W Pole 74° Pole to H stake in the North line of Bower Run. Thence by a straight line to the Beginning 30° 90' W Pole containing 1A5 acres.
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